
Oil

Oil prices bounced back over 2 USD yesterday on expectations of suppy cuts up to 1 mil bbl/day from the OPEC+ next week. The 
Brent front month contract settled at 86,27 USD/bbl. Yesterday there was data showing an abundance of 4 mil barrels in the US Crude 
stockpiles that has made the Brent price switch over night as with the contributing factors of a strengthened dollar that continues up 
and looming recession fears.

Gas

Suspected sabotage of Nord Stream 1 and 2 has been overshadowing yesterday’s session, with the restart of the former pipeline now 
being even more uncertain. At the same time, Russia also threatens to cut supplies via Ukraine, as Gazprom in a dispute with the TSO 
Naftogaz might resort to “sanction” the pipeline operator. Such a move would affect all of the reamining supplies to Europe. The Dutch 
TTF front month was traded as high as 212,415 EUR/MWh, before ending the day at 208,000 EUR/MWh as the closing transaction. The 
scare of a total halt of Russian gas continues to push the gas market upwards

Coal

Initially, the European coal market was set to maintain its weaker development yesterday. Despite gas gaining already in the early ses-
sion, this impulse was seemingly outweighed by rather high stock levels at the moment and ample supply. Eventually, coal prices reacted 
to the late acceleration in gas gains and headed higher as well, with the API2 front month concluding the day at its last price of 303,50 
USD/t, while the front year was last seen at 279,60 USD/t.

Carbon
The European emissions market returned to some weakness again yesterday, as the Dec ‘22 benchmark contract was traded as low as 
67,37 EUR/t, while the session end was set at 68,21 EUR/t. It’s been reported that European parliamentarians will back a proposal to 
bring forward volumes to be auctioned off, that were actually ear-marked for ales from 2026 onwards.

Hydro
EC12 adjusted forecasts are showing both 0,3 degrees colder and 0,3 TWh drier weather. This surmounts to 5,6 TWh precipitation, still 1,5 TWh 
below normal levels. THE GFS 00 shows low pressures coming in from the west and pushing high pressures upwards. Occasionally high pressures 
are moving in from the north but not until next week do we see more high pressures coming into the Scandinavian area.

Germany

Amid the most recent development in the gas sector, German power prices were jumping as well yesterday. Concerns about the gas 
infrastructure and supply lifted the front month to its closing trade at 385,00 EUR/MWh. The 2023 contract concluded the day at 506,00 
EUR/MWh. Both contracts were ending the day at or close to the session’s high. Today’s session starts up from surging gas prices but 
there is a chance of a rectraction as more news regarding Russian gas enfolds.

Equities

Early on the day the European stock markets rose, but it was only the Scandinavian markets that could keep up at the end of the day as 
Stoxx 600 closed down 0,13%. Similar story for the US markets that also closed down after the Fed spoke and reiterated the harsh tone 
will continue. Overnight the Asian markets has fallen with more than 1,5% across markets. The economic outlook continues to signal 
recession igniting falling markets today.

Conclusion

Yesterday the Nordic prices rose from drier and colder forecasts and more notably from the Nordstream leakages that put the power 
markets in turmoil. A rather calm afternoon ended with the Q4-22 contract closing at EUR 281/MWh and the Cal-23 contract closing at 
EUR 176/MWh. Except more bullish weather the fundamentals have not changed much since yesterday which continues to push prices 
upwards.
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26-sep 245,93 245,93 118,63 118,63 188,54 248,91 76,42 October 333,00 319,00 211,50 321,50 218,50 326,00 194,00

27-sep 310,21 310,21 47,89 47,89 135,37 296,49 102,98 Q4-22 442,50 428,75 304,50 421,50 333,00 431,00 281,00

28-sep 386,20 386,20 66,48 66,48 249,61 297,94 164,01 2023 401,38 405,88 188,58 346,38 190,38 254,96 173,38
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